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C. Powell Fordyce, who is one of the joint authors of *Death Transfer Taxation of Stock—Effect and Extensions of First National Bank v. Maine*, is a graduate of the Law School of Harvard University and a member of the St. Louis Bar. He has written several articles in various legal periodicals on subjects connected with estates and trust funds.
WILLIAM C. FORDYCE, JR., who collaborated in the article *Death Transfer Taxation of Stock—Effect and Extensions of First National Bank v. Maine*, is an alumnus of Harvard College and a second year student in the School of Law.

PAUL R. STINSON writes on *Modern Charitable Trusts and the Law*. He is a graduate of the Yale University Law School and a member of the Kansas City Bar.

DR. WILLIAM NELSON contributes the article on *Psychiatry and its Relationship to the Administration of Criminal Law*. He is Director of the St. Louis Psychiatric Child Guidance Clinic and the author of an article on the *Need for Psychiatric Examinations in Criminal Cases* which was published in 11 ST. LOUIS L. REV. 284.

_______________________________

SAMUEL BRECKINRIDGE NOTE PRIZE AWARDS

The Samuel Breckinridge prize of fifteen dollars for the best note in the issue of February 1932 has been awarded to Mr. Tobias Lewin for his note on *Smyth v. Ames in the Supreme Court*. The prize for the April number was won by Mr. Victor P. Keay whose subject was *Judicial Appeal from General Property Assessments in Missouri*.

_______________________________

THE SCHOOL OF LAW

In connection with the annual commencement ceremonies it was announced that the Alumni prize awarded to the member of the graduating class who had the highest average throughout his entire law school curriculum was won by Mr. Alan R. Klobasa. The Mary Hitchcock prize for the best thesis written by a member of the senior class was awarded to Mr. Tyree C. Derrick. The recipient of the Richard Wagner Brown prize, awarded to the member of the graduating class who best exemplifies the qualities of scholarship, leadership, and character was Mr. Tobias Lewin.